Beneficial reuse of dredge material at
Port of Brisbane
Port of Brisbane is Australia’s third largest
multi-cargo port set across a 1860-hectare
footprint including a 224ha Future Port
Expansion (FPE) area. It’s also a growing
port community, with 21 new tenants and
11 existing customers expanding their
operations since 2010.

As Port Manager, Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd (PBPL) is
responsible for maintaining safe depths of the 90km
navigational channel for commercial shipping. All
dredging activity is highly regulated and conducted
under relevant Government approvals and permit
conditions. At PBPL, all our operations are also
guided by our ISO-14001 accredited Environmental
Management System.

Reduce, reuse, recycle
We create new land using maintenance dredge material within our FPE area
Over many years, placement of material elevates the land to a suitable height.
The land is then ‘capped’ with sand. Once capped, the land can be accessed by
machinery to enable ground improvements to be made. This typically involves
placement of additional material to squeeze the ground, strengthening it
Once the ground capacity has improved, the additional material is removed and
placed elsewhere on PBPL land. The new land is developed with services and road
infrastructure. It’s then ready for development. This is more efficient, cost effective
and environmentally sustainable than trucking material in to create new land
It’s also more sustainable than trucking dredge material elsewhere onshore or
disposing clean material via ocean placement (under permit)
New port customers – or those expanding existing facilities – move in, creating
economic and employment benefits for the local community and powering the
Queensland economy
This process takes up
to 20 years, depending
on land conditions and
market demand

110 hectares

of new port land created since
2010 using dredge material

Looking to longer-term solutions
Ultimately, we’re aiming to significantly reduce our maintenance dredging
requirements – that means reducing the amount of sediment that deposits in
the navigational channel in the first instance.

OFFSITE STORMWATER TREATMENT
STOPPING SEDIMENT AT THE SOURCE

NCOS SEDIMENT MODULE
MAPPING SEDIMENT DEPOSITION

Our Offsite Stormwater Treatment Project is rehabilitating
degraded creek and riverbeds in the Lockyer Valley
(100km from the Port) and in Brisbane City to stop
sediment washing into the waterways and depositing in
the channel.

Our world-leading NCOS Online technology, developed
with DHI Australia and FORCE Technology, provides
a seven-day detailed forecast of a vessel’s under keel
clearances and environmental conditions with a web
interface, allowing for dynamic vessel scheduling.

We’re working with state and local government, local
landowners/farmers, environmental organisations and
universities to deliver this work – an innovative new
approach applicable to waterways all over Queensland
and Australia.

As an extension to this, PBPL has developed a series of
modules to provide further environmental, efficiency and
productivity benefits for port stakeholders. The NCOS
Sediment Module uses environmental data – current,
wind, waves, hydrographic surveys, catchment flows and
rainfall – to better understand sediment movements to
inform our maintenance dredging program, ensuring we
only dredge where and when it’s needed.

To date, we’ve worked with project partners to
rehabilitate a 1.7km stretch of land along Laidley Creek
which is preventing 8500 tonnes of sediment entering
the waterways and have recently commenced a new
project with Brisbane City Council. We’re advocating
for a wider adoption of this approach across South East
Queensland – the greater the take-up, the greater the
overall sediment reduction.

Once approved by regulators, this technology has the
potential to be used by ports and council authorities
around Australia to support more efficient maintenance
dredging programs.

Environmental benefits
The FPE provides vital high tide roosting habitat for
migratory shorebirds, with around one quarter of the
total visiting Moreton Bay bird populations using the area
while here. They also use PBPL’s Shorebird Roost, one of
the largest shorebird roosts in the southern hemisphere
when it was constructed in 2005.
Since 1990, the Queensland Wader Study Group has
conducted migratory and shorebird counts and, more
recently, bird banding. Monitoring data is available on
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our website and is provided to researchers to support
national and international conservation efforts.
It’s not just migratory birds that have benefitted. The bund
wall enclosing the FPE has created an artificial hard
substrate habitat in an area that was otherwise not
available This has allowed for coral and algae growth in
an otherwise sediment dominated environment, which
has attracted and provided habitat for a wide diversity
of fisheries species.

